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“LIFE WAS MEANT

FOR GREAT

WHO WE ARE

TOURS & GOOD MOMENTS”

Travel Savor Tours is set to create a big difference in the way you travel. Yes,
we are committed bringing value added tours to the great land of India and
abroad. With wisely designed classic and accurately planned tour packages
we make every experience better than the earlier one.
Let it be a family vacation, business tour or group booking; our aim is to take
you to the intended destination without hassles. To make your experience
exotic, Team Travel Savor Tours doesn't leave a stone unturned.
Due to a rich experience and acumen in designing customer-friendly tours,
we become the preferred tour provider in Bangalore. The aim is to make your
travel experience as joyful as possible. Trustworthiness and reliability are the
core characteristics that keep us distinctly different from the competition.
OUR STRENGTH
Flawless track record of arranging tours that bring a delightful experience to
the customers. Our ability to provide personalized service makes your travel
experience lifetime memorable.
INCREDIBLE LEADERSHIP
Under the capable guidance of our senior leadership, each one in the team
achieves better than the best. In-depth industry experience and tremendous
cross-functional skills make everyone in the team a superior resource.
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“A GOOD TRAVELER HAS

NO FIXED PLANS,

OUR MOTTO

AND IS NOT INTENT ON
ARRIVING”

ENERGETIC TEAM
When a cheerful and energetic team works with the objective of bringing a
smile on your face by offering matchless quality, it is impossible to fail the
mission. Our team of resources works with the objective of continues to be the
market leader.
We believe in quality that shines apart. Your tour should be absolutely smooth,
safe and successful. We are one of the preferred service providers for all your
travel needs. Whether it is air ticket booking or accommodation, vehicle
booking or Visa requirements, bus tickets or holiday package; we are there to
help you for everything.
Affordable rate, reliable services, and incredible customer handling make us
distinguished service provider in the niche.
WHAT MAKES US THE BEST?
Highest preference to service quality and focus on customer satisfaction
keep our company heads and shoulders above from others. Our aim is to
bring the best value for money. We understand the needs of yours and come
out with solutions that are better and superior.
The journey of Travel Savor Tours has been pretty exciting. We are determined
to conquer further landmarks in service quality and customer delight. We
know that by determination and dedication Travel Savor Tours will achieve it.
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“TO TRAVEL IS TO TAKE

A JOURNEY INTO
YOURSELF”

OUR VISION

At Travel Savor Tours, we carry the vision to become the most preferred travel
solution provider in the niche. Our systems and services are unique and
customer-oriented. We want to bring the best value for money and make
every voyage better than previous.
To bring a pleasing and enjoyable experience is the single-point agenda our
team works for. Our excellent coordination with travel agents, bus
companies, airlines, hotels and other channel partners create a perfect
coordinated system for you and your beloved ones.
We assure customer delight and superior experience with the trusted
network. Our emphasis is always on using the cutting-edge technology in
every service. Whether you book tickets or arrange accommodation, apply
for a visa or plan a sightseeing tour; we guarantee the best services.
Travel Savor Tours enjoy superb reputation because of its emphasis on
excellence. Use of profound knowledge and in-depth understanding of the
niche place our team distinctly in the competitive marketplace. The aim is to
give a rewarding experience to our customers.
When you are looking for a reliable service provider for travel, ticketing, and
Visa requirements, call us and enjoy world-class services that will bring
immense satisfaction to you.
Our motto is to delight you with our services.
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DREAM
OUR SERVICES

EXPLORE
DISCOVER

Welcome to Travel Savor Tours for a supreme experience of air ticket booking.
Leave aside the worries of booking the next ight to your favorite destination
by assigning the task to us.
Log on to our portal and enter your travel details. We assure that you will get
the best deal and assured tickets. Our state-of-the-art services stand us apart
from our competitors. With the team of seasoned experts who do not leave a
stone unturned to pick the best possible deal for you, it is guaranteed that you
get right tickets at the right price.
HOTEL BOOKING

Going for a leisure trip or business tour, honeymoon trip or get-together. You
always need a good accommodation to make the stay comfortable. Come
to our portal for all types of hotel bookings with a great convenience.
Log on to our website and enter your travel details. Choose an appropriate
lter to pick the right hotels. We assure you get the best and perfect rooms
matching your selection criteria. You name the location and we bring the
whole list of hotels from our network. Hotel booking at Travel Savor Tours is
incredibly easy, reliable and convenient. Our network of hotels brings you the
best quality hotels at amazingly low prices. Don't compromise on the quality
of the stay by booking accommodation from low-quality service providers.
Book the best rooms with us.
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OUR SERVICES

“YOU TRAVEL FOR
THE UNKNOWN”

FLIGHT TICKET BOOKING
Whether you need domestic ights or international, our ight ticket booking
portal is a one-stop solution for all. Travel Savor Tours is committed bringing the
best and most affordable air tickets to you. Individual or group booking, oneside travel or return ticket; we assure excellent deals and reliable service.
We carry a rich experience of air ticket booking which makes us a preferred
and trusted booking partner. The long list of domestic and international
clients is the proof of our outstanding quality services. We Key-in your travel
details, and we will fetch the ights that t you the best. We know that success
of a ticket-booking service provider lies in customer satisfaction. Hence, we
strive for it at our best!
BUS TICKET BOOKING
The bus is the trusted and favored mode of travel. With the development of
infrastructure and construction of excellent roads throughout the country,
bus travel becomes further convenient and pleasurable.
At Travel Savor tours, we bring an easy to use, quick and reliable portal for the
purpose of booking buses anywhere in India. With the assurance of 100%
reliable services and guaranteed bookings, you needn't worry about bus
ticket booking anymore. Whether you need it for individual travel or group
booking, we assure the best-suited buses for you. Choose your preferred one
amongst the several payment modes available to make the payment.
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THE WORLD IS YOURS
OUR SERVICES

FOR THE TAKING.

CRUISE BOOKING
When you want to enjoy the vacation up to the best extent, there is nothing
more exciting than a cruise ride. When experts like us are there to help you,
booking the cruise is not at all problematic.
Our cruise booking services are the best and the most reliable in the niche.
Send your tour itinerary to our team, and we give you the best suitable
choices that are closest to your preference. You can choose any one of the
choices to spend wonderful moments on the water. Well-maintained cruises,
amazing food, and pleasing hospitality; these things make us different!
CORPORATE BOOKING
Are you looking for a reliable and efcient agency for corporate booking? As
Travel Savor, we are specialized in all varieties of bulk bookings for corporate.
Arranging a vacation trip or formal business trip, team building program or
motivation trip; we can arrange anything for you at lowest costs and utmost
comforts.
Our aim is to bring the best facilities at affordable prices. We extend all types
of bulk booking benets to you and make the corporate booking more
attractive and cost-friendly.
When you need smooth and professional corporate experience, call Travel
Savor today and get best in the class services.
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WHEREVER YOU GO,
OUR SERVICE

GO WITH ALL YOUR HEART.

HOLIDAY PACKAGES DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
Planning to go outstation this vacation to get refreshed? We are there to help
you out with the best offers for all varieties of domestic and international tours.
Our holiday packages cover all types of tours, i.e. family packages,
packages for two, honeymoon trips, group tours and professional travel
bookings.
We assure that you will be pampered with 'best in the class' hospitality and
service. Low fare tickets, affordable stay arrangements, and comprehensive
sightseeing packages make the holiday fully enjoyable. We strive hard to
make every moment of the trip enjoyable. Enter the itinerary and let our best
system pick the best holiday plan for you!
GROUP TRIPS DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
When you travel in a large group, it is very much essential to plan it well. Larger
groups need more seats available in the ights and more rooms in the hotels
than individual travelers. You need bigger and well-equipped vehicles for
commutation.
Hence, plan your tour well in advance by availing the services of group trips
offered by Travel Savor Tours. Whether it is domestic tour or international, we
make it smooth and convenient. We have a tie-up with our service partners to
make sure you do not face any trouble during the trip. Travel Savor Tours is a
trusted name in the niche. Avail our superior services today.
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“TRAVELING”
IT LEAVES YOU SPEECHLESS
THEN TURNS YOU INTO A

OUR SERVICES

STORYTELLER

STUDENTS AND HONEYMOON PACKAGES
It is our specialized service for couples who are going to start a new life. We
offer special, discounted offers for students who consider afford ability as the
foremost criteria. You give us your preference, and we will make sure that you
are offered tours at unbeatable rates.
When we say our trips are affordable, it doesn't mean they lack in quality at
all. Look at the testimonials and feedback from our satised customers who
enjoyed the best services.
Key-in your travel plan and let us our experienced tour managers bring the
best possible combination for you. We give itinerary that utilizes the time most
optimally to give you the best value for money.
SEARCHING FOR VISA? DON'T WORRY WE ARE THERE!
With the increasing globalization, there is a big surge in the Visa requirements
today. We help you in getting all types of Visa for you. Send the full details,
and elaborated requirement to us and our experts will connect to you in no
time. Our aim is to get it processed as soon as possible.
We know the documentation requirements for each type of Visa. Therefore,
you don't face any difculty in getting it through. Your application will get
processed within the agreeable time limit.
Submit your requirement specications so that we can assist you in getting
Visa without any hassles.
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“LET YOUR MEMORY
BE YOUR
TRAVEL BAG”

OUR SERVICE
OUTSTATION CAR/VAN/BUS BOOKING

Thinking about a long journey by hiring a private vehicle for your family? Call
Travel Savor Tours and get supreme quality LMV, SUV and buses at pocketfriendly rates. Rest assured about the quality and performance of the
vehicles. We follow stringent quality parameters.
Whether you are traveling to hill station or beach, tourist places or
commercial destinations, we provide experienced drivers with a rich
experience of driving into diversied terrains. All our vehicles are passed
through quality, safety, and road safety norms.
Reliable, top-quality outstation cars and buses are brought to you by us so
that you have a memorable trip.
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“TO TRAVEL IS TO
WHY US

LIVE”

In the modern world of technology, you deserve the best when you look for
travel ticket booking, accommodation booking, holiday planning or Visa
application. At Travel Savor Tours, we have seasoned people who work on
each of the user requirement with utmost passion and dedication.
The aim is to offer excellent services to you. We help you to achieve your
travel dreams. We want to make the experience smooth and memorable.
We wish to arrange everything that makes your stay comfy. You should call us
for any travel need because we know in and out of it. With our experience
and exposure, we anticipate problems pretty well and offer solutions up to
the best extent.
Travel Savor Tours wants to empower you so that you can achieve the travel
dream well. We bring exibility and reliability to our services and assert on
innovation and use of modern technology.
WHAT MAKES US DISTINCT?
RELIABILITY: Once you assign the task to us, you can be rest assured that it will
be carried out without fail. Whether it is hotel room booking or ight ticket,
vehicle arrangement or visa processing; with a high level of reliable services
we are remarkably different from others.
VERSATILITY: We have a team of young and dynamic resources that carries a
rich experience of managing customer requirements of diverse types. With a
great insight of fullling customer needs, each of our team members works
hard to carry out your work awlessly and timely.
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WHY US

TRAVEL IS
A MEANS OF CONQUERING
SPACE & TIME

EXPOSURE: Our team has successfully fullled user requirements in the past, and
each member of our team is experts in his or her prociency. Because of
multifaceted exposure, we can assess and anticipate the possible bottlenecks
pretty fast. Thus, we can come out with a stop-gap solution pretty fast.
CUSTOMER DELIGHT: We do not believe in just satisfying the requirements of our
customers, but we want to see them delighted. When you get services that are
distinctly ahead of what you expected, then it is a delightful experience. Each of our
team members works relentlessly to offer the 'cherry on the top'!
TRANSPARENCY: Whether we book a hotel room for you or bus ticket, we do it by
keeping our clients posted about the latest status. We want you to authorize the
change if any.
Due to transparent and honest services, we become the preferred service providers
for bookings. The aim is to return you the maximum value for money.
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I WANT TO MAKE

MEMORIES ALL OVER

TECHNOLOGY

THE WORLD

Technology - XML -B2B Booking system
We have already developed our B2B system, offering our product on line with
real time availability, enabling our partners to purchase online all the Travel
Savor products in a pleasant, efcient and cost-effective way.
24/7 SERVICE
When you hire a tour service provider, the expectation is always higher. You
want smart and professional services that carry out your needs with
meticulous planning and awless execution. You need round-the-clock
service and support because problems may arise anytime.
At Travel savor, we have a team of professionals that has been trained and
nurtured to offer the best to the clients. Each member of our team extends
the best services to customers. We keep you at the top position and rest all
comes later. We know that you need us all the time; hence our 24x7 services
are always available at your service.
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CONTACT US

TRAVEL SAVOR
#1002, 7th Main, 80 feet Road
1st Block Koramangala, Bangalore - 560 034
info@travelsavor.com
travelsavors@gmail.com
+91 9886080148 / 8971041005
Ph: 080 4850 4476

A UNIT OF PRANAVI VENTURES

www.travelsavor.com
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